Questions posed by KPR
• What are the business cycle properties of the basic neoclassical model of capital accumulation, when it is augmented by productivity shocks? • What are desirable strategies for computing linear approximation (or loglinear approximation) solutions to dynamic equilibrium models? • Do these methods continue to work if there is a stochastic trend in productivity, i.e., there are permanent variations in the level of productivity • If government policy or private market failure leads competitive equilibrium to be suboptimal, are entirely new methods necessary?
1. Start with model which includes technical progress and describes a growing economy (depends on t via deterministic trend growth) 2. Restrict preferences and technology so that steady state growth is feasible 3. As in growth models, find a transformed economy which is stationary (i.e., in which the equations do not depend on t except as subscript) 4. Write down a discrete time Lagrangian 5. Find the FOCs and TVC for this economy 6. Find the stationary point of these FOCS (which surely satisfies the TVC) • Intertemporal MRS: must be constant elasticity (as in permanent income model) • MRS between work and leisure, must display invariance to growing consumption and wage rate (offsetting income and substitution effects) (i) X 0 affects welfare but not preferences (over c,L), so set X 0 =1 for convenience and abstract from it (ii) modification of discount factor : 
